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Question No: 1 
How can a log source be defined? 
A. Data source such as a firewall or intrusion protection system (IPS) that creates an event log. 
B. Data source such as a user interacting with a QRadar Console to do daily work. 
C. Data source that can be found on the Network Activity tab. 
D. Data source such as Netflow. J-Flow or sFlow data. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 2 
An analyst wants to analyze the long-term trending of data from a search. 
Which chart would be used to display this data on a dashboard? 
A. Scatter Chart 
B. Pie Chart 
C. Bar Graph 
D. Time Series chart 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 3 
What information is displayed in the default “Log Activity” page? (Choose two.) 
A. QID 
B. Protocol 
C. Qmap 
D. Log Source 
E. Event Name 
Answer: D,E 
 
Question No: 4 
How does an analyst view the base64 encoded string of an event’s raw payload that contains unprintable 
characters? 
A. Log Activity -> Under Payload Information, click base64 tab 
B. Copy the raw payload and use an external tool to view base64 data 
C. Admin -> Under Payload Information, click base64 tab 
D. Right click on the event -> view base64 data 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 5 
How many normalized timestamp field(s) does an event contain? 
A. 2 
B. 3 
C. 4 
D. 1 



Answer: B 
 
Question No: 6 
What is required to create an anomaly rule? 
A. triggered events 
B. a grouped saved search 
C. triggered flows 
D. baseline anomalies 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 7 
An analyst needs to review additional information about the Offense top contributors, including notes and 
annotations that are collected about the Offense. 
Where can the analyst review this information? 
A. In the top portion of the Offense main view 
B. In the bottom portion of the Offense main view 
C. In the top portion of the Offense Summary window 
D. In the bottom portion of the Offense Summary window 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 8 
An analyst has manually created a new log source in QRadar. 
What is the Low Level Category that will be applied to all events sent from this log log source type is applied? 
A. Unavailable 
B. Not Found 
C. Unknown 
D. Stored 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 9 
What is the purpose of Anomaly detection rules? 
A. They inspect other QRadar rules. 
B. They detect if QRadar is operating at peak performance and error free. 
C. They detect unusual traffic patterns in the network from the results of saved flow and events. 
D. They run past events and flows through the Custom Rules Engine (CRE) to identify threats or security 
incidents that already occurred. 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 10 
An analyst needs to identify which rules are most active in generating Offenses. 
In the Offense tab, on the rules section, which column must be reordered in descending order to find this 
information? 
A. Offense count 
B. Response count 



C. Event count 
D. Flow count 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 11 
The graph below shows a time series of a value. A rule has been created which will trigger at the indicated 
point. 
Which type of QRadar rule has been used? 

 

A. Common Rule 
B. Threshold Rule 
C. Behavioral Rule 
D. Anomaly Rule 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 12 
An analyst is noticing false positives from a single IP on a specific offense. How can the analyst tune the 
event rule to eliminate these false positives? 
A. Add the rule test "AND when IP address equals" to the bottom of the test list of the rule. 
B. Add the rule test "AND NOT when the offense is indexed by one of the following IP addresses". 
C. Add the rule test "AND NOT when IP address equals" to the bottom of the test list of the rule, 
D. Add the rule test "AND when IP address equals" to the top of the test list of the rule. 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 13 
How does the Custom Rule Engine (CRE) evaluates rules? 
A. It runs stateless tests first, then runs stateful tests and evaluates the result. 
B. It runs tests based on the criticality of the test, running the critical ones first. 
C. It runs rule tests line-by-line in order, and continues while tests are true. 
D. It runs all rule tests at the same time, and evaluates the result after all tests are complete 
Answer: A 
 



Question No: 14 
An analyst needs to find all events that are creating offenses that are triggered by rules that contain the 
word suspicious in the rule name. 
Which query can the analyst use as a working sample? 
A. SELECT LOGSOURCENAME(logsourceid), * from events where RULENAME(creeventlist) ILIKE ‘%suspicious%’ 
B. SELECT LOGGEDOFFENSE(logsourceid), * from offense_events where RULENAME(creeventlist) 
ILIKE ,%suspicious%' 
C. SELECT LOGSOURCETYPE(logsourceid), - from log_events where RULENAME(creeventlist) ILIKE 
'%suspicious%' 
D. SELECT LOGSOURCERULES(logsourceid), " from rule_events where RULENAME(creeventlist) ILIKE 
'%suspicious%' 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 15 
What does the Assets tab provide? 
A unified view of the information that is kwon about: 
A. events and flows. 
B. triggered Offenses. 
C. log sources. 
D. network devices. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 16 
What is the intent of the magnitude of an offense? 
A. It measures the age of the event attached to the offense. 
B. It measures the age of the offense. 
C. It measures the importance of the offense. 
D. It measures the importance of the event attached to the offense. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 17 
An analyst aims to improve the detection capabilities on all the Offense rules. QRadar SIEM has a tool that 
allows the analyst to update all the Building Blocks related to Host and Port Definition in a single page. 
How is this accomplished? 
A. Admin –> Reference Set management 
B. Assets –> Asset Profiles 
C. Assets –> Server Discovery 
D. Admin –> Asset Profile Configuration 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 18 
There are 5 authentication servers that report to different Event Processors. There is a requirement to 
generate an Offense if there are 5 consecutive failed logins detected across any of the 5 Event Processors. 
Which type of rule should the analyst create? 




